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A. lnt1·oductio11 

·"'.Ul ln this d<wumt-nt tl1t· mt•dium-t•·n11011tl<lOk nt tht· Bra~ilia111uanutacturinr. 
st•ctn1· is asst'SSt:'d a~:.tinst th•· backd1·op ot tlw <'lilTt>nt t radt· l ibt·1·al L:at ion. 
pri \".it i ;:at i<Hl and Ut:'l-.. f,Ulat ion ~n-or.rams. :\t lt'llt ion is paid to tht> impa"t ot 
tlw tit:',. policv lntmt'Wot·k on medium-lt'rm t.rt>nds in .:ompt'litivenes~. fhe 
,·ondit i<HIS tor· sw:cess nt th.- nt:',.. indust 1·ial pol in: and tor· re~:<&initH', tht> 
dn1amism ot tlw manutacttll"inf. St:'Cto1·. inc1·t'~1sin1'. its cont1·ibution to nn:·rall 
f.rowth d1ffin~: tilt' [44Ps. a1·., ,·onsidt>t"t·d. Finallv. inlt>1· .. 11ct·S <HI pri<H·it ies 101· 
ti1vn,·ial and tt>dmic.·d assistattc•' a1·t' d1·a,..11. 

l.ll.' H.1\·1111·. IJ,.,·,,rnt· ont· of th .. 1 .. 11 l.it·r . .-s• indust ri.il <·conomit·S in tht' i.;01·ld. 
actu.il ,,nd pott'n~ ial cnmp<"t it i\·t'· P•'t·tormanct· ot lh<i;:il 's manutactu1·in~: St'ctor· 
S<"t'm l<> ;1,n·•' partt'd ,..,i\"S dur·inf. tht> l'lHlls. l"ndut> 1·.-,..,H·<ls to lm;-risk \""nturt>s 
and prict• distortions Cius•·d b\· subsidi;:e<' prod11cPr f,OtJds and sPr\·ice~ 

disco11c1r.Pd the tl<J'!.- ot 1·t'so11rct'S t<J ;;cti\·itit·s pn>rnisinf. abo•:.:· avf-r;1~:·· 

p1·oduct i \"it\" p·o,..t h. 

).U) Sharp dt>clin .. s in ~:ro.-th 1·att'S and in\·t-stmt'rll acti\·it"·· policv-induct•d 
and struct111·al distu1·bances. and tact<H"S hindt'rinh tho> domestic dittusion nt 
bt'ltt·r· manutacttu-inr. .. Hid manaf.t'ment tedmiques contrihutt•d to th•· talte1·inf. 
ot compt't i I i \"t' pc-rt 01·ma11Ct'. 

J.ll" ~edium-tt>rm gains in o\"t•1·al l manutacltll"illf, p1·oduct i\·itv ranked lm•t>r 
than attaininf, selt-rPliance. Net social plins could not be 1-eaped bv aiding 
industi-i<"s wlwrt• tht'· inlt'rnational inno\·;Hive t1·ontie1· shitts at a quicker 
pact' than that localh· attainable. Bra::il'!i position in the world economv 
could not be imp1·0\·ed b,· lwa\·ih· subsidi::inp. high skill. high war,e activities 
at the f·xpense ot overall '.H"oducti\·itv pertormanct>. The .:nti-export bias at 
tlw import substitution polic\· was ottset bv promotinp, exports through JO 
ditten·nt tvpes ot subsidies bt:t exposun· to world competition remaint>d low . 

.J.0) lnsutticient appr·aisal of the costs and benelits ot inno\·ation and 
tt·chnical changt• l"t'Slllted in inetticiencies in the management of resoun·t'S 
clt·\·ott<l to R&D. lt·arninf,. t r·ainint: and product dt'velopment. !-101·eo\"f'I". a 
distor·:t·d p1·il'.(' s\·stem erocl~·d tilt' berwtits tor soci':'t\' ot cost-savinr. 
i11110\·a1 ions or lwl t .,,. wavs of usinp. domE-st ic n·smJl'Ct'S 11:hich i..ert> t lw r .. sul t 

ol t't1dof,t•11011s skills .111d inp.t·rmit\·. 

i . Oh Tiu· 1w10 pol i c v t r amt·i..o r·k aims ;1 t , .•. , ... rt i nr. t ht· st• t rends bv di sc 011 r ·lf. i np, 
no11-compl'I it i vt· r.n>i..t h umlt·1· t•oncl it ions of 1Diicro£>conomi c st abi lit, .. l t int t·ncls 
111 promott· capiLll c111<l labour mobili1v and lt·dmolor.ical pnir.ress bv n·ducinp, 
pol icv i11<h1ct·d batTit·rs to t'lll 1·\· and t·xil. phasinf. 0111 11011-pcict· im:t>nt iv.-·s. 
i11crt.1si11y, t·xpos11rt· lu till' i..orlcl markt·I and mobi l i;cinp. lhe domes! it· irn1ovdt ive 
polt·nt i.tl. Pinpoint iny, c111<I n·movinr, tht· so111"c1>s of iil local ive and lt•chnical 
i11t'llicit·11cv rl111s bt'comt's .t crucial polic\· iss11t· in vit·w ol llw 11.:·t•cl I<• do 
ai..a,· with rt·y,ulat orv iillCI sl r11c1111·al di st ort ions. 11pr,1·adfc Ii t·ms' mct1111lact 111·it1f, 
.illcl 111.111<1/',t·m .. 111 sl a11cl.1rcls. cit ;ti ....-i I h .1c11t t' I i11;111,·ial cons! r.1i11t s .111<1 f.11iclt· I ht· 
r·orr1<"Ii1111 "' sh,irp mi sm.it cht·s i 11 1111 t·d11cat i ona l svst 1·m <ind t lit' I .1bor m.1l'kt·I. 

•.111 Jl11r111r. !ht tirst It.ill ol 1h1 1•1·111s .1 pr .. r,n·ssi\·•· l't·1·0\·tr\· 111 !ht· 
ir1•:1~-Im<111 eve· I·· c,111 h1· .i11I i1·ip.111d lo th1· •·:dt•lll rh.11 tltt· s11lisl.111t i.tl 
~ .. ,r.1111.11 tor pr"chwli\il\ irnl'ro'.1mc·111s 1111r1!.11 .. c1 t•> sir.11il1<·;1111 tit'! 
itl\«slm1111 is 1·:d1.111slt·d priL1I• •·tllt·rprist·s c.11-r\· rh1ir rt·srr111·t11ri111·. 
J'l'•>r.r.11ns I"""'·•! d. .111 11pt 1:rr1 111 I'll hi i ,. i 11\'l•SI mt· Ill r.•·I ~; 1111dt·f ..... il\0 .111cl .111 
.1lmo~:pl11·1« co11d11c·1\·1· ''' pri\".tl• 111\·1·:;tm1·11! rs 1·s1.d:I islu·d. 
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5.08 Looking ahead, one of the main risks facing the new policy would be 
failure to break the combination of high capital costs and cheap labor. 
discouraging investment ir. modernization. Another obstacle to modernization 
is a prolonged macroeconomic instability which would make a transparent trade 
policy unviable. 

5.09 Finally. there i~ the question of equity. Improving the performance of 
Brazil's manufacturing industry and its contribution to overall development 
certainly depends on the economic and policy variables which hav~ been 
summarized here. But equity in the distribution of adjustment costs will 
definitely enhance the prospects for success. 
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B. The manutacturin& sector: perfopaance and. policy issues 

1. Manufacturin& and. the economy 

5.10 Brazil is the world's ninth largest industrial economy. and its MVA at 
present accounts for two-fifths of Latin America's total. Hanafacturing 
activities accounted for 31% of Brazil's GDP in 1989. up from 26% in 1965. 
However. while they acted as a growth engine during 1965-1980, their rate of 
growth lagged behind that of GDP from 1980 onwards: average growth rates of 
growth in manufacturing and GDP were 9.8% and 9% during 1965/80, and 2.2% and 
3.0% in 1980/1989. respectively. The sector also ceased to be a major source 
of new employment. shedding labor instead during the 1980s. After having 
suffered a reduction of 8% in 1990, industrial output remained stagnant in 
1991. 

5 .11 The manufacturing sector has become the most important foreign exchange 
earner of Brazil, its share in total exports increasing from 18% in 1965 to 
67% in 1988 (including semi-manufactures). Since the late 1970s, exports of 
intermediate and capital goods have grown faster than those of traditional 
labor-intensive goods such as textiles and footwear. In 1988. tcansport 
equipment and mechanical instruments were the most important categories of 
manufactured exports. 

2. Performance in the 1980s 

5.12 During the 1980s. the Brazilian manufacturin0 sector witnessed a sharp 
decline of overall growth rates, as indicated in 5.10, as well as in invest
ment activity. The sector's share of gross fixed investment declined from 
22.9% in 1980 to 15.8 per cent in 1990 (see Table 1). 

5.13 Overall. the manufacturing sector remained stagnant over the 1980s. In 
1990, the deflated gross industrial output index was 10.5% per cent above the 
level attained 10 years earlier, i.e. the annual gro~h rate was barely 1%, 
well below the demographic growth rate of 2.2% (see Table 2 and Graph l). 

5.14 During the same period, total industrial employment shrank by slightly 
over 10 per cent. In some activities, such as custom-made capital goods, only 
two out of three workers employed in 1980 still had their jobs in 1990. Output 
per worker rose, but it did so largely through labour force reductions. This 
pattern continued in 1991. 

5.15 Largely fueled by export growth, the intermediate goods sub-sector 
increased its relative share in gross MVA during the 1980s, primarily at the 
expense of capital goods (electrical machinery excepted), and of the consumer 
goods industries (save for leather and footwear) (see Table 3). However, over 
the ~econd half of the decade even intermediate goods lost their dynamism. 

5.16 With the saturation of the domestic market for locally-made producer 
goods, the potential of the import-substituting industrialization strategy is 
now exhausted; this explains the loss of dynamism in manufacturing. The 
economy had an in-built anti-export bias resulting from distorted factor 
prices which was only partly offset by export incentives. Additionally .a 
sheltered domestic environment disc,..,uraged managers from keeping up with 
international trends in best practice, except in selected activities that were 
exposed to foreign competition. The following two sections will examine the 
issues of competitiveness and policy distortions. 
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Table 1. Share of Gross Doaestic Fixed Investaent in GDP 
(in percentage) 

Year Total Private Public 

1980 22.9 20.5 2.4 

1981 21.0 18.6 2.4 

11?82 9.5 17.2 2.3 

1983 16.9 15.2 1. 7 

1984 16.3 14.4 1. 9 

1985 16.4 14.3 2.1 

198b 18.7 16.l 2.7 

1987 17.9 15.5 2.4 
-

1988 17 .0 15.2 1.8 

1989 16. 7 15.4 1. 3 

1990 15.8 14. 5 1. 3 

Source: FGV. 
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Table 2. Key indicators of performance in tM 

l!lSlDYf Sl~tYring §!~~tQr. (l2SO-l22Q) 

Cross output ;;aiue added deflated iiaqes and salaries llllber of e11ployees 

I deflated deflated 
I 

Cruz ados Crc,wth Cruz ados Growth Cruz ados Growth Share Growth 
eross I 

Share Persons outputi 
new rate nev rate new • te rate per I 

I lillion ' lillion \ lill!on \ \ ailli.>n \ vorkerl I 

I 
: 1980 887 13.99 361 11.10 40.69 62 -i.il 7.00 4.4490 4.81 199 
I 
I 
i H81 802 -9.53 339 -6.12 42.23 62 -0.24 7.i2 4.1260 -i.26 194 
I 
i 1982 809 0.90 346 2.29 42.81 69 ll.8i 8. !"16 4.1000 -0.63 197 

I mi 779 -3.71 329 -5.19 42.15 56 -~9.05 7.20 3.9240 -4.29 199 

15.30 p- U.83 55 -1.94 4.0290 2.68 223 I 1984 899 ,/ U.98 6.12 

1,048 16.60 462 22.55 44.12 94 i0.4i 8.95 4.0660 0.93 258 I 1985 

I 1986 l,05i 0.83 4i5 2.82 44.99 108 15.4i 10.25 4.5220 11.20 234 

1987 1,068 1.11 4i8 0.58 44.i5 99 -8.60 9.2i 4.25&0 -5.84 251 

I 1988 1,040 -2.69 462 -3.44 44.41 94 -5.U 9.03 4.1700 -2.07 249 
I 

I 1919 
1,069 2.86 481 4.18 44.98 94 0.42 8.82 4.1651 -0.12 257 

1990 980 -8.33 461 -4.19 4i.02 88 -6.25 9.02 3.9933 -0.12 245 

~: UllOO. 



GRAPH 1 

BRAZIL EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT 
(Index 1900:100) 
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Table 3. Structure of gross value added ir manufacturing 
(1989-1990) 

Food 
Beverages 
Tobacco 
Textiles 
Clothing 
Leather 
Footwear 
I.load 
Furniture 
Paper 
Printing 
Industrial Chemicals 
Other chemicals 
Petroleum Refining 
Misc. Petrol & Coal 
Rubber 
Plastics 
Pottery 
Class 
Other Non-metallic Minerals 
Iron and Steel 
Non-ferrous Metals 
Metal Prod. excl. Machinery 
Non-electrical Machinery 
Electrical Machinery 
Transport Equipment 

(% distribution) 

Professional & Scientific Equipment 
Other Manufactures 

1980 

11.2 
1. 9 
0.7 
6.3 
3.2 
0.4 
1.4 
2 7 
1.5 
3.1 
2.7 
4.7 
4.5 
4.3 
1. 7 
1. 3 
2.S 
0.3 
0.8 
4.8 
5.8 
1.6 
5.0 

10.0 
6.3 
7.9 
0.6 
1. 7 

1985 

12.4 
l. 3 
0.8 
6.4 
2.7 
0.6 
2.2 
1.6 
l. 3 
3.0 
2.0 
5.9 
6.0 
5.8 
0.8 
1. 9 
2.3 
O.l 
0. 7 
3.5 
6.6 
2.1 
4.3 
9.3 
7.5 
6.6 
0.9 
1. 3 

1990 

10.3 
0.9 
0.7 
6.5 
2.7 
0.8 
2.5 
1.0 
0.8 
3.2 
2.1 
7.5 
6.3 
6.9 
1.0 
2.1 
2.5 
0.2 
0.7 
3.2 
7.0 
2.3 
3.8 
9.1 
7.7 
6.2 
1.0 
1.1 

----------------------------
100.0 100.0 100.0 

,S_o~: UNIDO 
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3. IrenJs in <t'mpetitiveness 

5.17 \"'ir;_ous t:·pes of e\·idence suggest J. faltering. overall ..:ompet1ll\·o:-:1ess 
of the Brazilian manufacturi1.g industrv as ..,·ell ·i.s sharp int t·a- imiustn· 
differentials in manufacturing and mana~t:'ment practict:'. 

5.18 By 1983/85. approximatel,· half of the bl representative manufacturing. 
branches had an implicit tariff (i.e. rat:.o of domestic to international 
prices) equa!. to or lower than 1.1 (Ta.\"ares et al.. 19')0). Tht: situation seems 
to l>a\·e become even ...-orse ; n later :·ears. ..,.; th the number of branches 
exhibiting this tariff ratio dropping to around one fourth tKwne. 1488). Semi
manufactures. follo...-ed by consumer ~oods. enjo\·ed the best competitin' 
position. with domestic prices belo;,; or \•en.· close to international ;:irict>s 

(see Table 4). 

) .19 Close tl' two-thirds of 550 lea.ling Brazilian industt·ial manag.ers 
interviewed in 1989 shared the vie• T".hat. al though eff ic ienC\" had increasPd 
durir.g the decade. their entet·prises had not kept pace •ith internati::mal best 
practice (CNI. 1990). In another survev of 18 industries carried out in l<l91. 
the opinion of 699 managers 10as asked about the speed of tlw trade 
liberalization schedule introduced in 1990. the ability to co~pete 
internationallv and firm adjustments. Contrarv to expectations. firms' 
competitive ability or the swiftness of their adjustments to attain 
competitiYeness ll'as negatin•lv or \·erv poorlv associated with their •illing
ness to accept trade liberalization (CNI. 1991). 

'.>.20 These results confirm th0se of earlier studies tsee. e.g .. Tvler l<l7Y). 
ir.dicatint: strong interfirm and e\·en intra-firm heterogeneity and a hir,h 
variance in relative intra-~ndustry efficiency. Resistance to trade 
liberaJizatiJn is obserYed eve~ among firms in industries with higher than 
a\·erag..: competitive potential. 10hich suggests that as a consequence ot 
management slack and other inefficic.ncies cause<' bv low competiti•·e pressure. 
exposure to competition is perceived as major risk. 

'.>.21 The gap bet•een actual and potential competitive perfo~·mance is widened 
bv factors such as weak price competition stemming al least partl v f t·om the 
web of regulaton·. promotional and trade regimes. The 1o:aste of resources 
resulting from income-generating but unproducti\'e rent-seeking activities 
(such as securing subsidies and import licenses. lobbving and smuggling) is 
another. According to an estimate, such activities account for almost 2Z ot 
GNP (El Cronista, 1992. 7). An even more important one is the impact ot 
qualitv defects. waste and other defici~ncies in manufacturing. estimated to 
account for up to 40% of the national induHrial product (equivalent to 1.2% 

of GNP) (PBQP. 1990. 2). 

':J.22 Labor productivity growth slowed do1o:n considerablv over the st>cond half 
of the 1980s. Comparing 1980-8) with 19/j-80, pr~ductivitv improved in 21 out 
of 28 three-digit ISIC activities (accounting for 81.S'Z of total M\iA). 
However, a reversal occurred in 198)-90: productivit·y in 26 out ot 28 
activities, accounting [or 94.lt of MVA. went down <!1.;1.: ;·able)). 

5.23 The relative weight in total output of product lin~s that met't 
international standards is another important. factor in the present. contl'Xt. 
In a 1988 surve). the shares of these product lines were assessed by 
industrial is ts as fol ows: tobacco (')%). textiles (l8'.%). printing (J'Jt). 
pharmaceuticals (3/%). pulp and paper (19%), metallurgy (8/:t) and cosmetics 
(88%) (Conjuntura Ec:onomica 1988, 111). In most branches, the figure was in 
the 60%-80% range, with an overall mean of )/%. Sh11rp intra-industry 
differences were found: the cement, cott•m Wt'Aving And electronic materials 
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Table 4. .l.mRl.icit tariff by type of goods 

(in percentage) 

Categ-Jry of goods 

1. Capital goods 21.3 

2. Intermediate 5oods 21.4 

2.1 Semi-manufactures -4.5 

2.2 Basic inputs 23 .6 

2.3 Others 28.l 

3. Consumer goods 2.8 

3.1 Durables 4.1 

3.2 Non-durables 2.5 

Source: Kume (1990. p.60). 

Note: The implicit tariff measures the rate of domestic to international 
prices. It has been calculated for a representative sample of 715 
products (8-digit oTN classification) in 88 subsectors. Although these 
price comparisons are effected by the choice of the exchange rate ani 
differences in product attributes, they have the advantage of 
accounting for the impact of not just import tariffs but also other 
factcrs such as price controls and non-tariff barriers. 
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Table 5. Value added per worker 1975-1990 

1980-85 1985-90 

1975-80 1980-85 

Number of % of Industrial Number of % of Industrial 
sectors value added sectors value added 

Rate of growth of 
labour producti- 23 81.5 2 4.9 
vity increased 

Rate of growth of 
labour producti- 5 18.5 26 94.1 
vity decreased . 

-----------------------------------------------------
28 I 100.0 II 28 I 100.0 

Source: UNIDO 
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industries, for example. were placed well below their respective sub-sector 
averages (non-metallic minerals. textiles. electrical and communications 
equipment). while the opposite was the case for the shoe, iron and steel, and 
aircraft industries (in the clothing and shoes. metallurgical products and 
transportation equipment suo-sectors). 

5.24 It was emphasized that one of the main factors accounting for lags in 
respect of international best practice was the impact of regulatory hurdles 
in the procurement of imported inputs. machinery and equipment. We will now 
turn to a brief expose of various policy-induced distortions. 

4. Policy-induced distortions 

5.25 The industrial policy pursued during most of the 1980s erected high 
barrieL·s to competition through a wide array of regulatory, promotional and 
trade regimes. These included capacity licensing, fiscal and financial 
incentives. requirements for high domestic content levels. discretional 
feedstock allocation and prices. assistance tv firms in financial distress, 
widespread use of non-tariff barriers, no less than 42 special import regimes, 
and foreign exchange rationing and extensive "market reserves" (whereby 
domestic producers are favoured over foreign suppliers through a combination 
of procurement, credit and tariff measures). 

5.26 Targeted financing, public procurement, industrial incentives and a 
restrictive import regime supported eac•, other in generating substantic.l 
margins of redundant protection (Kume 1990). This prc.tection was granted 
irrespective of the beneficiaries' rela :ive efficiency. The firms in key 
subsectors to which such support and protection was extended together 
accounted for almost 55% of MVA (WB, 1990, ?3-25). 

5. 27 Over 1980-87, 901 of the investment projects promoted by the CDI 
(Industrial Development Council) were in the chemicals, metals and non
metallic minerals sub-sectors. Chemicals also benefitted heavily from tariffs 
set by the CPA (Council for Tariff Policy). In 1981-87. the transport 
equipment and metal parts industries were the main beneficiaries of incentives 
provided by BEFIEX (the agency managing long-term export contracts). 
Additionally, substantial financial support was granted by BNDES (the National 
Bank for Economic and Social Development) to the steel, chemicals and 
petrochemicals, ar.d capital goods industries. As a result of the various kinds 
of assistance, Brazilian industry - with scme remarkable exceptions - became 
a resource-based, capital-intensive industrial commodity supplier over the 
1980s1

• 

Although Brazil has a wage-cost advantage, wages, no matter how low, 
cannot be the basis for sustained competitive advantage, because: (i) on 
the whole, wages account for a low proportion of total production costs 
(see Table 2); (ii) low labor productivity may offset wage advantages; 
labor-intensive industries like textiles and clothing ar~ increasingly 
resorting to automation; and (iv) lnc~easing non-price competition. More 
solid competitive advantages have been acquired in Brazil in capital
intensive industries based on natural resou~ces and technological 
learning. However, capital costs are no longer subsidized, as they wer.e 
in the context of the former import-substitution strategy. 

Labor costs do affect technology choice and therefore the intra-industry 
spread of certain technologies. Even in an industry like textiles which 
has over the last decades gradually moved towards increasing capital 
intensity, labor costs are still a more important factor in technology 
choice than in traditionally capital-intensive industries. In addition, 
skilled labor costs may be relevant in other activities, like 
engineering and software development. 
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5.28 Additional distortions resulted from the strong role which the heavily 
privileged state-owned enterprises (SOEs) continued to play in the 1980s, i~ 
spite of moves towards a reduction of public sector manufacturing. The SOEs 
were a major target of various support measures and, although meant to be 
catalysts of and to lead the way towards industrial developmEnt as partners 
of private sector firms, came to control a wide range of highly profitable 
activities to the exclusion of the private sector; sot:nd economic management 
was sometimes substituted by priority to growth and import substitution 
regardless of the cost. Their dominant position also delayed the development 
of management and technical know-how in the private sector and its capability 
to face foreign competition. 

5. The scope for efficiency gains 

5. 29 Various indicators reviewed above suggest that there is plenty of scope 
for enhancing manufacturing competitiveness by spurring the entrepreneurial 
drive in a more competitive atmosphere. An assessment is sketched below of the 
areas where particular gains in productivity look more promising. 

5.30 A good deal of the sources of inefficiency are beyond the control of 
management. Assuming a deregulated environment and access to competitive 
conditions of financing, industrial managers can act upon inefficiency factors 
mainly when it comes to choi~es aff~cting embodied and disembodied technology 
and labor productivity. Raw material and component costs are only partly 
re1ated to such factors (recall, for instance, the low grade of Brazilian 
coal). According to a source faclors under the dir~ct control of management 
may account for around half of the variance in competitiveness. The other half 
relates to a host of market, infrastructure and policy-rP.lated factors (IBRE, 
1990). 

5.31 In steel, for instance, high quality ores, good productive performance 
and technological learning enable several leading plants to be well positioned 
in terms of price competitiveness. However, this cost advantage is largely 
offset by port handling related costs that are a multiple of those in leading 
European harbors (IBS, 1990, 20 - see also the chapter on infrastructure). 

5.32 Further, if the assumption that industrialists have access to 
competitive t£rms of financing is lifted, factors under the control of 
management are constrained even further. As a matter of fact, the cost of 
financial input places Brazilian enterprises at a sharp disadvantage vis-a-vis 
foreign competitors. This is due not to exceedingly high real interest rates 
and an associated decline in the supply of financial resources by the banking 
system (See chapter on the private sector). 

5.33 No policy assessment can ignore these facts. The cost effectiveness of 
investment in productivity enhancement depends on correctly identifying the 
sources of increased efficiency. But alloca~·ng resources to this end does not 
necessarily make economic sense for private entrepreneurs. No matter how much 
effort management may 1a1ake or intend to make towards technological updatedness 
and cost reduction, overall economic conditions, external diseconomies and 
regulatory distortions may nullify it. There is, for example, plenty of 
evidence that, in Brazil, high capital costs cou~led with high exit barriers, 
for example, lead to continued use of outdated equipment, and are an obstacle 
to the diffusion of advanced manuf&cturing and management techniques across 
industry (see, for instance, Erber, 1990; Tauille and Oliveira, 1987; and 
Heyer-Stamer et al., 1991). 
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5.32 Further, if the assumption that industrialists have access to 
competitive terms of financing is lifted, factors under the control of 
management are constrained even further. As a matter of fact, the cost of 
financial inpnt pla•::es Brazilian enterprises at a sharp disadvantage vis-a-vis 
foreign competi~ors. This is due not to exceedingly high real interest rates 
and an associated decline in the supply of financial resources by the banking 
system (See chapter on the private sector). 

5.33 No policy assessment can ignore these facts. The cost effectiveness of 
investment in productivity enhancement depends on correctly identifying the 
sources of increased efficiency. But allocating resources to this end does not 
necessarily make economic sense for private entrepreneurs. No matter how much 
effort management may make or intend to make towards technolo&ical updatedness 
and cost reduction, overall economic conditions, external diseconomies and 
regulatory distortions may nullify it. There is, for example, plenty of 
evidence that, in Brazil, high capital costs coupled with high exit barriers, 
for example, lead to continued use of outdated equipment, and are an obstacle 
to the diffusion of advanced manufacturing and management techniques across 
industry (see, for instance, Erber, 1990; Tauille and Oliveira, 1987; and 
Meyer-Stamer et al., 1991). 

5. 34 Nevertheless, spurred by their exposure to competition in foreign 
carkets, a number of important Brazilian firms, including foreign-owned ones, 
have achieved substantial gains in competitiveness over the last few years 
through crash programmes aimed at reducing inefficiency. This was not only 
done through labor shedding, but also through streamlining product lines, 
scrapping outmoded equipment, reducing management layers, improving plant 
layout and stimulating the commitment of the workforce to quality and produc
tivity. Managerial and prodcction restructuring, leading to substantial gains 
in productivity, have enabled these enterprises to cace the current crisis. 

5.35 However, this approach is still to be widely spread across the whole 
industrial spectrum. Very high internal rate of returns of small-sized 
investment projects in traditional sectors (such as textiles and metal
mechanic) suggest how important is the extent of intra-industry productivity 
gaps and the potential gains to be reaped by reducing them. 

5.36 The government is attempting to address the problems of stagnation and 
low competitiveness through a number of modernization programs. We will turn 
to these now. 
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C. Ibe Hociernization Pro&rams 

5.37 As a consequence of the exhaustion of the import substitution phase and 
allocative and technical inefficiencies brought about by regulatory 
distortions. Brazil's industry has come under heavy adjustment pressure. In 
June 1990, the government sanctioned a fundamental shift from a growth-centred 
industrial policy to one that stresses international competitivity, focused 
on efficiency gains and technological upgrading. 

5.38 Subsidies are being phased out. The state withdraws as an entrepreneur 
and more room is being left to private initiative. Government action is to be 
addressed purely at overcoming limitations in the working of the markt-t. 
~rket reserve policies are being eliminated. A schedule for trade 
liberalization is being strictly enforced. The main idea is to set the 
foundations for a more neutral incentive framework and a more liberal foreign 
trade regime. This entails minimizing discrimination between exportables and 
importables, between sales to domestic and export markets. or between 
tradabl~s and non-tradables. At the same time, policies are aimed at reducing 
gover>:llllent controls and replace direct interventions with the price svstem. 

5. 39 The new industrial policy attempts to b~.end a neutral policy with a 
policy of transparent selectivity regarding some generic technology activities 
that serve a host of industries and enterprises on non-discriminatory basis. 
This is in line with approaches pursued by many OECD and southeast Asian 
industrializing countries. 

5.40 The medium and long-term underpinnings of gains in competitiveness are 
also addressed. Skill formation, productivity growth, quality enhancement, and 
development of technological capability are emphasized, particularly at the 
level of the firm. Major corporate restructurings aimed at increased 
specialization and the overcoming of technical and economic threshold barriers 
are facilitated. 

5.41 To achieve these aims a new type of business-government relationship 
is called for and being worked out, focused on consensually agreed schedules 
for attaining international competitiva performance standards rather than on 
subsidized capacity creation and guaranteed market access. 

5 .b2 The new policy framework intends to give a key role to markets and 
prices in determining future industrial development, and focuses on improving 
competitiveness through industrial modernization. better technological 
standards and the development of capabilities for technological innovation. 
These goals are to be attained through: (i) elimination of all non-transparent 
subsidies, promotion of domestic competition and reductions in tariff 
protection (the latter is to become the sole import policy instrument); 1 

(ii) privatization of state-owned enterprises, the state becoming mainly 
concerned with the achievement of macro-economic stability and a conducive 
investment environment; (iii) increasing specialization through, among others, 
"de-verticalization", that is, reducing the excessive vertical integration of 
large enterprises, which tend to rely too much on internal sources of 
supplies; (iv) exposing the sector to international compP-tition; (v) promoting 

At the time when the guidelines were issued, tariffs ranged between 0% 
and 105%, with a mean of 35.9%. By 1994, the maxillWll tariff will be 35%, 
with a mean and modal tariff of 20%. The 35% tariff is to be applied 
only on a temporary basis. It is however anticipated that higher 
protection will exceptionally be granted to new high-tech industries. 
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the creation of technological capabilities at enterprise levei through 
selective tariff protection and support to technology diffusion; and (vi) 
linking the financing of modernization and the strength?ning of the 
technological infrastructure. 

5 .43 Official credits are henceforth only to be granted to projects 1.elating 
to: (i) industrial restructuring; (ii) development of technological 
capability: and (iii) expans:on of fo~eign trade. Credit support is to be 
granted to technologically dynamic. small and mediW1-scale producers of spare 
parts and components to stimulate specialization. 

5.44 Several other measures should be mentioned in the present context. In 
the capital goods industries. lower domestic content coefficients 1re allowed 
than in the past. Government procurement policies are to be used to set and 
diffuse international standards. generate demand for high-tech industries and 
sponsor joint government-private sector R&D projects. Domestic competition is 
to be stimulated through deregulation and legislation against restrictive 
business practices. 

5.45 It is worth summarizing the characteristics .,f the present policy which 
indicate a sharp break with the past. First. support is now only to be 
granted on a quid pro quo basis. Second. policy-induced entry and exit 
barriers that deter capital mobility and t~chnological progress are to be 
removed. Third. by emphasizing human resource development rather than market 
interference. a shift away from capital-intensive and to~ards skill-intensive 
industries is to be brought about. Fourth. there will be a new approach to 
industrial financi.ng and R&D efforts. 

~.46 To help achieve the policy goals. four programs have been designed: 
(i) the Brazilian Quality and Productivity Program (PBQP); 

(ii) the Industrial Ccmpetitiveness Program (PCI); 
(iii) the Technological Capability Program (TCP); and 
(iv) the Privatization Program. 

These are now reviewed briefly. 

a. The Q=..iality and Productivity Pro&ram CBPQPl 

5.47 The PBQP was launched on 7 November 1990. T~s aim is to reduce the very 
high percentage of GNP that is lost because of process and product quality 
deficiencies and to help enhance industrial competitiveness. This program is 
designed to address enterprises dirFctly. removing infrastructural and 
institutional bottlenecks. It comes under the direct jurisdiction of the 
Presidency of the Republic and provides strategic outlook and co-ordination 
to the host of de-centralized specific subsectoral and project activities 
carried out under the general b•1idance of the National Committee for Quality 
and Productivity. 

5.48 The PBQP comprises five kinds of promotional actions relating to: 
(i) awareness and motivation building: 

(ii) development and diffusion of modern quality and productivity
related management methods; 

(iii) human resourc~ development; 
(iv) provision of technical services: and 
(v) institutional support. 

5.49 The program is not designed to allocate resources directly. It relies 
basically on the resources of the firms themselves. Bllt it does supply 
guidelines to financial and promotional agencies which support the different 
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sub-programs. Quality upgrading and proc.uctivity enhancement is stimulated 
by tax exemptions on the purchase o. 950 equipmE:nt items, and chan~es in the 
accelerated depreciacion regime adopted in 1991. By June 1991, 16 PBQP sub
prograJIS hdd been initiated with &2ple industry participation (see Annex 
Table 1). 

b. The Ir;dustrial Competitiveness Pro,ru CPCI> 

5.50 The PCI st~esses the need for a favourable general environment for 
inc~easing competitiveness. Macro-economic stability is singled out as the 
main factor in this context. The need to reduce investment costs is heavily 
emphasized. This is to be achieved through tax exemptions. accelerated 
depreciation schemes, low energy costs, import liberalization. reduction to 
60% of the domestic resource content requirement for government procurement 
of capital goods, easier access to domestic financing by foreign investors. 
creation of investment funds complement BNDES resources and a better planning 
of the government's multi-year investment programmes. 

5.51 The prograa also ~~lls for mergers and consolidations in industries 
that are too fragmented; reduction of the vertical integration of large 
enterprises, with the corresponding development of specialized supplier 
networks; thl incorr~~ation of private enterprises; and privatization. 

5. 52 To unl«>ck a;..i enhance the competitive (and, particularly. export) 
potential of many .... ndustries. the PCI states that within the new policy 
framework the concept of sub-sectoral priority is replaced by non-exclusive 
selectivity. i.e. any kind of industry that is a pctential strong contributor 
to future grvwth is to be encouraged. Industries supplying products and 
services which help to upgrade technological standards (such as micro
electronics. !::! '.'.'~echnology. new materials and fine chemicals) and a wide 
variety of user industries are to co-operate more intensively. However. direct 
intervention, incentives and subsidies which shift risks from investors to the 
tax payer are excluded outright. 

5. 53 The PCI introduces two important consensus-building inst i..:utional 
mechanisms. One is the Enterprise Productivity Commission (CEC), responsible 
for drafting guideline$; based on the outlook for the various industrial 
acti•·ities and for monitoring overall competitiveness performance. The CEC 
consists of representatives of some 140 enterprises, in sub-sectoral groups 
of 10. Specific problems at the sub-sector level are handled by the second 
consensus- building institutional mechanism. the Sectoral Policy Groups ( GEPS) . 

c. Tbe Tecbnolo&ical Capability Pro&ramge CTCP> and the Informatics Policy 

(i) Tbe TCP 

5.54 The TCP, passed on 10 August 1990, intends to remove three 
anachronisms: 

(i) low overall expenditure on science and technology (S&T) (0.5% of 
GDP, against 2.3%-2.9% in the industrial countries) and the low 
share of S&T spending on industry; 

(ii) the predominance of science, as opposed to applied technology; 
and 
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(iii) th"? meagre contribution of th'! vt'iv.:ite ·.ect:or to SIT .spendir..g 
(111 of total expendi~ure as o~posed to, e.g., 70% in ja~n a."IJ 
J:i% in Italy). 

By 199~. che situation is to nave improved as follows: 

R&D exoenditures/GDP {%) 
% of ind. technology in total R&D expenditure 
Private sector R&D % of: 
total R&D expenditure 
GDP 

Financing of R&D by specialized agencies: 
% of total expenditure 
% of GDP 

1990 
0.5 

30.0 

11.0 
0.06 

39.0 
0.01 

1994 
1. 3 

47 .0 

13.0 
0.17 

28.0 
0.38 

These projections assume tha~. from zero grcwt~ in 1990, annual growth of R&D 
expenditure by private industrial enterprises will be 35% from 1991 onwards. 
If this actually •; ... curs, it may not be so much the re~ult of expanding R&D 
expenditure throughout the private sector as of the ·.:act that some of the 
large R&D spenders in the state sector are now being privatized. 

5.55 Through the TCP the government aims at creating a Fund to foster the 
•externalities" needed for the development of industry's technological 
capability. Other government activities under the TCP include the promotion 
of co-operation among large private, state-owned and small and medium-scale 
enterprises, to supporting co-operative technological research through 
domestic and international consortia, stimulating the involvement of Brazil's 
technological institutes and universities, and the implementation of R&D 
programmes in Brazil by foreign enterprises. 

5.56 The TCP encourages financial agencies to give preferential treatment 
with regard to financial assistance or fiscal incentives to enterprises which: 

(i) progressively increase the share of their own financial resources 
devoted to R&D; 

(ii) co-operate on technological and industrial issues with dynamic 
small and medium-sized enterprises; 

(iii) increase their reliance on domestic technological institutes and 
universities with regard to aprlied research, experimental 
development and other technical services; 

(iv) consolidate in-house R&D, engineering, production and commer
cialization activities which are needed to create technological 
capability •-ri thin the enterprise; and 

(v) are involved "as far as possible" in initiatives such as co
operative research through consortia. 

Up to 70% of the investments involved may be made available from public 
resources in the form of credits, or the equivalent in fiscal incentives. 

(ii) Ibe Intormotics Policy 

5.57 Although the lagging competitiveness of Brazilian industry is by no 
means due only or mainly to the "market reserve" policy in informatics, its 
role has not been negligible. Not all sources of inefficiency in the Brazilian 
manufacturing industry can be traced to the delayed diffusion of 
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microelectronic -based techno1 ogies-KBTs that ensued. Houever, a more rapid 
diffusion of MBTs would have h~lped t.:> enha.nce precision, reduced waste, 
increased flexibility. upgraded input and output quality improve 
manufacturing control, lengthen production runs and shorten developmem: times. 
Such technologies help in lllBking these t.ffort:s converge and bear fruit 
competitively and pcofitably. 

5.58 In Brazil, even the activities closest to the i~teniatioIUl 
technological frontier lag behind best practice in inf ormati~~ and 
automatization and other advanced producti.:>n and management methods. The 
estimated level of automation and inforuatization in the manufacturing sector 
is, at best, some 20% of the level prevailing in industrialized countries 
(see, e.g., GM, 1992, 3). By the mid-1980s, 90% of the numerically-controlled 
manufacturing technology (NCMT) and almost all personai computers (PCs) were 
expensive, low-performance locally manufactured products. In 1988, only 8% of 
total dom~stic non-conswaer electronics supply went to manufacturing 
activities. Most of this consisted of expensive data processing equipment for 
the public sector (SCT. 1991). 

5. 59 That a learni ug process occurred is undeniable. Success was the reward 
in certain market segments such as banking automation (Frischtack, 1991). 
Also, significant cosc reductions took place (Tauile, 1990. 31). Much was 
also done to improve the quality of human resources. But for the most part 
the gains came neither at the pace nor tc the extent necessary to be of value 
in the market place. In addition, informatics firms working in isolation, and 
lacking experience as well as the credibility and ability to overcome 
financial, technical and marketing thresholds were not in a position to take 
aevantage of these developments. There was too little specializati :m 
(Frischtak, 1989). Isolation from the world market closed the way to 
achieving the necessary scale economies. Brazilian society ended up paying 
more than it got in return, making the whole approach unsustainable in the 
long run. 

5.60 The new law passed on 23 October 1991 eases protectionist curbs on 
information processing. The law does not fully open the $ 7 billion annual 
market though. As of October 1992, imports of all digital technologies, both 
for computers and telecommunicat!.ons, will be allowed. However, tariffs and 
taxes will still add at least 100% to import prices. Tariffs, currently 60% 
on i1:1ported computers and 40% on components will go down to 40% and 20% 
respectively, in 1994. 

5.61 Survival strategies by local info~matics firms include: 

(ij going into distribution, technical assistance and marketing, 
possibly using local software; 

(ii) local assembly of import2d components and peripherals using own 
trademarks; 

(iii) supplying custom-made software. 

While software development is one of the main rotentially competitive 
activlties, it is inhibited by an undeveloped market for hardware which 
hinders the setting of technical standards. Abolishing market reserves would 
lead to a four-fold increase in the size of the software market, and custom
made programs would have a natural protection. 
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5.62 Incentives are being provided to set up joint manufacturing ventures. 
IBK established one with SI Informatica for micro-computers. In addition to 
establishing a large mini-computer plant, Digital bought a 30% interest in 
Elebra {with an option of u~ to 49%). Digital is also negotiating with another 
local firm to produce PCs jointly. NEC has signed a joint-venture agreement 
with Scopus Tecnologia for the production of laptops and notebooks. WiLhin 
five years from now. potential annual sales are estimated to increase from 
160,000 (of which 65% are s111Uggled) to 6v0.000 PCs. 

d. Tbe Privati;ation Pro~ran 

5.63 Brazil has historically handled business-government relationships in 
a pragmatic way. Petrobras has been open to private (minority) shareholding 
since its very inception (19~~). The decree-lsw 200 passed in 1967 ruled that 
state-owned enterprises-SOEs were to enjoy the same conditions as private 
enterprises. CVRD is a model of a quasi-private, profit maximizing firm by 
world standards. The creation of the made-to-~rder capital goods industry 
association-ABDIB, back in 1955, was inspired by nor.-othe= than Petrobras 
itself. Several of the key people that today manage the market-oriented 
modernization program were trained in Petrobras and the BNDES. 

5.64 In the past, the relationship between the private and state sectors in 
Brazil was one between a provider - the state - and a recipient - the private 
sector-. a partnership geared to promote growth in spite of, rather than in 
conformity with, iDarket forces. SOEs have been vested with great market power 
as customers and suppliers and easy access to decision-makers at all levels, 
and a direct influence on thf> market structure and performance of the 
industrial sector, the setting of manufacturing and ~echnical standards and 
in the allocation of investment resources. 

5.65 The SOE-network grew largely through the setting up of subsidiaries 
upstrea.JB and downstream of the state monopolies, often in association with 
domestic and foreign capital. Among other privileges, SOEs granted most of 
the financing and guaranteed the supply of material and intangible inputs. 
SOEs' market power and independent management was to be used to strengthen 
domestic p~ivate capital, for example, by making it easier for domestic firms 
to get better deals with their foreign partners and technology suppliers. But 
this involved unforeseen costs. One of them consisted of the reduced inflow 
of foreign management skills and technical know-how that accrued when high 
margins in rapidly growing markets no longer accrued. Another hidden cost: 
domestic private capital was relieved from developing antibodies again:.t 
competitive rivalry. These unaccounted costs were made explicit and largely 
paid during the 1980s. 

5.66 As indicated in 5.28, the SOEs were intended to be catalysts for the 
private sector, instead, they often monopolized high profit activities, 
preventing the growth of a competitive private sector. Faltering rates of 
growth over the 1980s meant the rise of growing artversarial frictions with 
actual and potential private competitors. Some firms in the private sector 
continued their symbiotic relationship with the SOEs. Others became 
increasingly impatient with what they perceived as a zero-sum-game at their 
expense. Even members of the former group became uncomfortable with the 
diminishing ability of their sponsors to go on assisting them and began to 
realize that the stage of state-fueled industrial growth was painfully coming 
to an end. The central government itself began to find harder to control the 
expansion of a SOE network which was vested with too much decision making 
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power on the allocation of resources. Faltering growth rates over the 1980s 
led to growing friction between private ent~rprises and SOE~. and even the 
government began to find it hard to conc,..ol the expanding SOE network with its 
excessive grip on resources. 

5.67 The Special Co111111ission fo~ Destatization set up in 1981 was the first 
step towards privatization. It did not, however. achieve much. Over the 1980s 
only 38 SOEs. worth some US$ 723 million, were transferred to the private 
sector (see Table S.A.V.3). By November 1991. when the current programme had 
already been initiated, only two further firms had been privatized. In most 
cases, the firms in question had been unable to cope with chronic liquidity 
crises. ending up in the BNE~ "hospital" for "intensive care". which often 
implied that BNDES had to capitalize their debt and take care of their 
restructuring on behalf of the private managers. This approach was therefore 
a failure. 

(ii) The current privatization pro~ram 

5.68 The current privatization program (see Table 6) attempts to break the 
mold of the old relationship between the state and private sectors. It targets 
some 27 enterprises worth an estimated US$ 17 bill ion (US$ 40 bill ion 
including utilities and in~rastructure). The sub-sectors mo~t stronglv 
affected are steel, petrochemicals and fertilizer. SOEs account for all flat 
steel production and two-thirds of domestic petrochemir~l supplv. By the end 
ofl991, five SOEs had already been privatized, raising close to US$ 1.6 
billion (UsiminasjUsimec, Celma, Mafersa and Cosinor). 

5.69 For the first time, foreign capital is allowed to become a player. 
Although it is allowed up to 40% shareholding, shares no longer have to be 
held for two years, and transfers abroad are no longer restricted for 12 
years. However. fortign capital has played a negligible role so far, largely 
due to uncertainties about the fate of the current economic stabilization 
program. Instead, pension funds have become important partners (they hold 
26.1% of Usiminas and control Mafersa), followed by CVRD and domestic private 
financial and industrial concerns (see Table V. 6 on the approach of the 
current privatization program). 

5.70 In 1992, BNES expects to sell 21 SOEs worth some US$ 15 billion. It 
also plans to expand the list so as to include a key enterprise like Embraer 
(where the issue of golden shares to be held by the government is likely to 
arise), in addition to CJther steel SOEs - Acominas. Cosi pa and CSN (see 
Table 7 on the privatization schedule for the first half of 1992 and the 
additional SOEs to be included in the program). 

5.71 After a hard first round, prospects look bett~r with the auctioning of 
the petrochemic3l SOEs, which will probably force Petroquisa to sell all but 
15% of its stake in these enterprises. The private sector, including foreign 
capital, is most likely to take a more active interest than it ha~ done so 
far. (Further details on SOEs being privatized are given in Table Annex 
Table 3). The impact of the privatization program on industrial 
competitiveness will become clear as the privatized enterprises accommodate 
to the new competitive environment. 
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Table 6. Brazilian Privatization Programmes 

1980s vs 1990s 

Issues 1980s 1990s 

1. Type of firms involverl High prcportion 
formerly private 

Includes large 
original SOEs. 

2. Role of foreign capital Nil Encouraged to be 
an important player* 

3. Political commitment Weak Maximum 

4. Macroec~nomic from unfav~urable to Unfavourable 
environment 

5. Role of the state 

6. Role of local equity 
holden. 

7. Price policy 

8. Public opinion 

9. Experience in, and 
skills for, handling 
the programme 

10.Market value of the 
SOEs under privatiza
t!.on 

un::.table 

Reduce growth of the 
state controlled 
sector 

Change qualitatively 
by withdrawing as an 
entrepreneur 

Key Key, albeit probably 
on transitory basis 

Bias towards repressing Commitment to price 
inflation liberalization 

Unfavourable Favourable 

Incipient Developed 

Low Uncertain 

* It is argued that the Brazilian programme is more liberal in the 
treatment of foreign capital than its homologues in Spain. Italy, 
France and Portugal. In Brazil up to 40 % of the voting stock and 100 
per cent of the non-voting stock can be acquired by foreign residents. 
These restrictions are lifted after three years. 
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D. The Road AhE_ad: Principal Issues and Problems 

5.72 The success of the new industrial policy describe1 above will to a 
large extent depend on the overall environment iTl which it is implemented, and 
on a number of specific problems that are connected with industrial 
performance. Some of the issues have been touched upon in the preceding 
paragraphs; the present Section intends to examine them more systematically. 

(i) Macro-economic stability 

5.73 Long-term macro-economic stability is a sine-qua-non for the success 
of the industrial program. In the past, policies had the character of ad-hoc 
meas1·res: during the 1980s, the country went through eight stabilization 
plans, 15 wage po~icies, 54 attempts at imposing price controls, 18 exchange 
rate policies and 11 changes in inflation measuring methods. The fiscal 
question is yet to be tackled, and steps are underway to eliminate repressed 
inflation through workable exchange and interes~ rates and realistic 
servicecosts is indispensable. High capital costs coupled by low labor costs 
and a high real exchange rate may discourage investment in technology and 
modernization. 

(ii) Consensus on unambiguous performance standards 

5. 74 Defining unambiguous criteria for performance to be attained by 
economic agents (private or public) within ~;pecified periods is a major chai
lenge. These are essential to guarantee the effective working of the new 
incentive system. Enterprises and te~hnology financing agents have a major 
role to play in establishing the standards, but they must first acquire the 
necessary skills, capabilities and me~hodologies. They also need clear 
guidelines for monitoring prog~css towards international best business prac
tice. This must be the eligibility criterion for finance and other forms of 
non-selective support. 

(iii) Clearin& th-e way for mediwp/lon&-term productivity &ains 

5.75 Currently, the best managerial resources available in both the 
government and private sector are to a large extent tied up in the resolution 
of short-term problems. The phasing-out of the cumbersome price-control policy 
by the government is one example. There are also uPcertainties, leading to a 
"wait-and-see" attitude among economic agents, with regard to such issues as 
thechanges in the legal framework, fiscal and social security policies, and 
the pace of the privatization policy (although the latter is becoming clear). 
Finally, there is the weak performance of the economy. All these lead to a 
postponement of decisions on investment an technological renewal. Progress is 
noticeable in the informatics and pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals industries, 
where major adjustments are following the changes in the informatics and 
industrial property rights areas, and these are provoking chain reactions 
across industry. 

(iv) Definin& a new approach to S&T policy 

5.76 Huch is still to be done to complete the new S&T policy which is to 
replace the approach of the p~st, with its focus on individual programs for, 
e.g., alcohol, nuclear power and informatics. First, ways will have to be 
found to compensate for the widely acknowledged fact that market signals alone 
will not suffice to properly allocate resources to R&D activities from the 
public to the private sector rest solely on the privatization program. 
Second, the issue of promoting and diffusing enabling technologies and their 
impact on competitiveness standards has not yet been properly addressed. 
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Table 7. Privatization schedule for 1992 

(first semester) 

Company Sector Date 

Indag Fertilizer January 

Piratini Steel February 

Golasfertil Fertilizer February 

Franave Navigation March 12 

Petroflex Petrochemical March 18 

Enasa Navigation April 

Arafertil Fertilizer April 

Copeaul Petrochemical Hay 

Tubarao Steel June 

Caralba Copper mining June 

Additional Privatizations 

Company Sector 

Embraer Aerospace 

Cosipa Steel 

CSN Steel 

Acominas Steel 

Lloyd Braslieiro Navigation 

RF FSA Airways 

Source: BNDES. 

23 

12 

19 

·-
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Third, the whole S&T infrastructure badly needs a major restructuring on the 
bas~s of new criteria (witness the s~rious crisis of BIO-RIO, the 
biotechnology park, and the fact that !PT-Technological RE.search Institute's 
rate of self-financing went from 79% in 1981 down to 21% in 1989). Finally, 
although much hope can be lied BPQP, unless complemented by more fundamental 
changes in process, product and managerial standaros, resources allocated to 
this en~ are likely to have rapidly diminishing returns. 

(v) Forei&n investment and the new industrial policy 

5.77 Brazil is the Latin American country where in the past direct foreign 
investment had by far the strongest development3l impact in t~rms of human 
resource development, upgrading of technical standards, adaptaticn of 
technologies and exports. But over the 1980s this changed, with many fo~c1gn 
firms that had agreed to long-term technology transfers turning towaras much 
more cautious and case-by-case decision making. Others began to withdraw 
product lines and investment plans. The new laws and measures regarding 
industrial property, informatics, foreign investment and privatization can 
help to revert this trend and ensure foreign investment in high-tech 
industries. In sectors such as petrochemicals and steel a number of foreign 
direct investment decisions are directly dependent on the privatization 
program. 

(vi) Industrial orianization 

5.78 The industrial policy envisages a future industrial sector with large 
industrial groups at the heart of a wide net~ork of technologically dynamic 
small and medium-sized enterprises, and various forms of competition and co
operation with foreign enterprises. There are already some development along 
these lines in the ~rivate sector, for instance in the capital goods industry 
were major consolidations are taking place. These changes are having an 
impact on market structure and behaviour as well as on domestic competition 
patterns. The consequences of these developments have not been given much 
consideration yet. 

(vii) Intra-industry inefficiency 

5.79 A country's international competitive standing cannot be explained only 
by the perf0rmance of the best firms alone. Absolute delays in the initial 
introduction of best practices is not all what matters. The rate at which 
such practices, once introduced by pioneer firms, are spr~ad domestically is 
as- -or even more- -important matter. The variance in intra-industry 
inefficiency has to be accounted for and acted upon as a priority industrial 
policy issut:. 

(viii) MERCOSUR 

5.80 Sub-regional co-operation in the context of Mercosur has to tackle a 
number of obstacles. One of the major stumbling blocks is the question of 
"asymmetries", that is, differences in off-battery manufacturing factor costs. 
The Brazilian government, for example, attaches much more emphasis than other 
Mercosur member countries to reducing investment costs. This includes 
provisions for tax exemptions and various other benefits, easier access to 
domestic financing for foreign investors and strengthening of the domestic 
venture capital market. At the same time, chronic disparities in real 
exchange rates disturb reciprocal trade flows, and Brazil lags behind in terms 
of overall trade liberalization. While, e.g. in Argentina the maximum, mean 
and modal tariffs are today 22%, 9.6% and Ol, respectively, in the case of 
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Brazil the respective tariffs are today 351, 201 and 201, respectively in 
1994. This raises obvious questions with regard to the creation of a free 
trade area, although apparently irreversible steps tow~rds industrial 
specialization are already being taken in industries such as automobiles, 
petrochemicals and machinery and equipment. 
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E. Poli,y and Investment Priorities: Conclusions an<i Reco1111end.ations 

(i) Conc:lt~ 

5.81 Influenced by the relative success of industries such as steel, pulp 
and paper and petrochemicals, infant industry policies have been applied in 
Brazil across the board apparently envisaging a slowly moving best 
manufacturi~ ?ractice international frontier. In this context, the sheer size 
of the Br"' - .:..iian market w.is to allow reaping the necessary scale economies and 
thus reaching the frontier for good. Then the time would eventually come to 
do without state sponsorship. 

5.82 The reality was different. ln part:icular, Brazilia.u industry •as not 
prepared to cope wit-h developments in the world market for knowledge-intensive 
industries, such as falling costs and study improve•ents in product quality 
over till£; imperfect competition to be associated to increasing returns; and 
non-tariff barriers. Strong dynamic learning effects requiring active 
presence in world markets are a key to competitiveness and no amount of 
government intervention can do instead, even in large economies. 

5.83 Although debugging efforts and run-of-the-mill learning are a necessary 
condition, they are not at all sufficient for attaining competitiveness. Like 
elsewhere in the region, there has probably been too much emphasis on the 
engineering, and too little on the economics of dynamic efficiency. Likewise, 
too much attention has been paid to the introduction and too little to the 
domestic dissemination of international technological and managerial 
practices. 

5.84 The diffusion of new technologies normally places a premium on the 
skills of the work force. However, in Brazil, according to one estimate. 30% 
of the labour force is illiterate; over 50% has just 3-4 years of school; and 
below 10% has upper education (Evans, Frischtak and Tigrc, 1991, 31). This is 
associated to the fact that 6.4% of children die before their first birthday, 
30% suffer from malnutrition and 85% abandon school before they are 11 (New 
Scientist, 1991, 14, see chapter on hwaan resources). With proper education 
and skill enhancing policies duly in place, an increased national savings rate 
and a lower domestic cost of capital may render a substantially greater impact 
on national innovative performance and productivity growth than many explicit 
scientifi~ and technological policies. 

5. 85 S&T policies, increased national savings rates and lower domestic 
capital costs are all essential for the improvement of Brazil's innovative 
performance and productivity growth; but their impact will to a large extent 
on an additional factor: proper educational and skill-enhancing policies. 

5.86 While Brazil does have highly qualified labour in some areas, the basis 
for the creation of a skilled labour force is too narrow. According to one 
source, 30% of the labour force is illiterate; over 50% has only 3-4 years of 
education (85% of the children leave school before the age of 11); and less 
than 10% has a higher-level education. Malnutrition (of which 30% of the 
population suffers) causes widespread learning problems (Evans,Frischtak and 
Tigre, 1991, 31; New Scientist 1991, 4; see also the chapter on huaan 
resources) . 
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(ii) Recomgend.ations 

5.87 We will now discuss the implications of the above for resource 
allocation and identify priority areas where efforts should be focased. This 
is intended to help guiding the supply of financial and technical assistance 
by multilateral agencies. 

Liftin& barriers to domestic tecbnolo&y diffusion 

5.88 Reducing intra-industry and intra-firm relative inefficiency is another 
important priority. This involves removing obstacles to the domestic diffusion 
of better manufacturing practices. Important among such obstacles are inert 
ma.r.agerial slack. lack cf ir.fcr=:ticn. d~ficiencies in the basic educa~ion and 
training of 
activities. 
oppo~cd to 
inefficiency 
it. 

the workforce and resources yet tied-up to uncompetitive 
More analysis is needed on the role of market imperfections (as 
policy-induced distortions) as a cause of inter-industry 
and on the costs and benefits of allotting resources to reducing 

lgprovin& resourc~ gobility 

5. 89 Barriers to resource mo bi! i ty should be removed. This is to be achieved 
through deregulation, privatization and a much wider reliance on prices and 
competition. Resources will be released by reducing entry and exit barriers. 
This would, among other things, allow greater specialization and help to 
reverse the trend towards deterioratinF competitiveness. The frictional costs 
of increased resource mobility should however be minimized by, among others. 
adequate social safety nets and effective labour reallocation schemes. 

Mobilizin& ind.ustry's own capacity for resti-uct~ 

5. 90 Brazilian industry is at the crossroads between obsolescence and 
restructuring. Macroeconomic stability is a nec~ssary but not a sufficient 
condition for the second option to be taken at the scale needed. Market 
imperfections, inert forces towards non-competitive behaviour and the crucial 
role played by externalities ~uch as those ste ... ing from the technological 
infrastructure and the formal educational and vocational systems entail the 
need for some stewardship of the restructuring process in order to reap the 
necessary dynamic economies. This applies particularly to those agents that 
will necessarily pltyed a key role, such as the BNDES. For this purpose, 
support should be given to endow these agents with the necessary 
methodological, technical and operational skills. The most obvious 
rationalization move, labour shedding, is but one, and not necessarily the 
best answer. Other actions would include: ( i) attaining economic size through 
greater specialization, mergers, and reduction or scrapping of capacity; (ii) 
changing product/market strategies by shifting basic product lines, and 
establishing product design and marketing centers; (iii) reducing lead times 
through better integration/reorganization of manufacturing functions, and 
reorganization of supplies and marketing; (iv) reducing product costs and 
increasing quality by changing technology, equipment and plant lay-out, 
adjusting operating standards, improving raw material flows, and lowering 
input costs - this requires, among others the adoption of quality control 
systems, better operator and supervisor training, increasing the number of 
shifts and providing support services for product development; and (v) 
redeploying employees within or between activities. 
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&estructurin& the S&T system 

5.91 The issue of allocative and technical inefficiency in the S&T system 
ought to be explicitly addressed. Because of cle-~r criteria in this respect, 
a special effort should be made to define the basis tenets of the S&T policy 
more precisely. pinpointing the objectives and assessing the effectiveness of 
the means to be used. This is all the more urgent because new approaches and 
practices are needed following ~he privatization of several major R&D 
institutions. 

Developin& bnvn resources 

5.92 Yhil!! this issnP is discussed extensively in a separate rhapter in this 
volume. tae essential role of a skilled labor force should be underlined here. 
In Brazil. the acquisition of basic skills needs at least as -.ich attention 
as specialized expertise. Policies to improve the educational background of 
entrants in the labor force, to remedy basic skill deficiencies and to improve 
job-related training, as well as training in advanced manufacturing methods 
and retraining to facilitate labour aobility may well yield a far greater 
benefit (albeit over a longer time) than aaster plans aiaing at gaining the 
competitive edge in high-tech industries. 

Trade p<'licy and inclustrial coapetitiveness: 

5. 93 Io provide decision-makers vi th a basis for policy guidelines for 
policy implementation, an effort should be made to link the static basis of 
trade policy (single period cost and price analysis) and the dynaaic 
underpinnings of co11petitivity (economies of learning) at the sector and sub
sector level. An understanding of the relationships between these is needed 
to: (i) properly time trade liberalization and technical assistance for 
industrial adjustment; (ii) identify and address (sector and sub-sector 
specific) trade-offs involved in the allocation of resources among projects 
that create new capacity and others aimed at improving the effic!.ency of 
existing capacity; and (iii.) increase the transparency of trading policies, 
to remove frictions and aisunderstandings with regard to Brazil's efforts at 
fostering dynamic efficiency. Brazil has in the past been a target of anti
dumping policies. Within the nev policy fraaevork there should be a 1a1ch 
wider scope for transparency and 11Utual understanding with trading partners 

of these issues. 
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Brazilian Privatization P~ram 
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Annex Table 2 

f~i~AtizAti2n in D~AZil. 1261-1262 
(Sale of equity control or assets, values in OS $ 1000) 

ToW Sale 
Enterprise Controlled by assets Elployment value sale 

1. Cia. Qui1. do lecOncavo (CQI) Federal Goveruent 52,401 238 5,061 11.11 
2. Cia. All!rica Fabril BlCEI 27,923 IA 28,756 11.&1 
3. liocell Adainist. S/! - lasa BIDESPAI 47,044 IA 77 ,542 03.82 

(bolding) 
4. liocell Trade CllBll 
5. lio Grande Cia. cle Celulose du Sul 
6. Florestal liocell 
7. Fabr. cle Tecidos Dona I1abel BACEI 11,592 IA 16,8&0 06.82 
I. DmXH>rq. Plan. e Adi. cle Sist. 

llpresariais Ltda DlTA~ 220 361 12 06.82 
9. Ind. Brasileiras cle Papel-Ill!l!PEL Federal Gove!'Jllent 1,275 401 3,245 08.82 
10. Cia. Penalbucala cle cle Borracba 

Siatetica - OOPIB> PEmQUISA 62,176 1,033 24,772 12.82 
11. Oleos cle Palla S/!-Aqro Ind. OP!W C.S.I. 6,929 550 3,055 03.83 
12. Federal cle 5e91rCJS S.!. UPAS 17,666 831 7,107 04.83 
13. litrifle1 S/! - IndUstria e Colercio PEmQUISA 27,557 283 5,372 04.83 
14. Cici. Bras. cle Ci•to Portla:id Perus Federal Governlellt 4,0SI 633 15,879 05.&0 
15. F.str. Ferro Perus Pirapora 3,300 4 
16. ro~ e Lui Crici~ s.1. carb. Prosp 2,535 89 2,076 05.82 
17. Lin. Jose Oly!pio Editora BIDES 445 j96 281 04.84 
18. Encine Audiovisual S.!. 
19. Sidacta Sist. Educacionais 
20. Fi~ e Tecelage1 LUTFAL! BIDES 736 45 2 84 
21. Cia. lelhoruentos Blaenau Grande 

Botel Blmenau Federal Goveruent 286 53 420 08.86 
22. Cia. lacional de Tecidos lova uerica BIDES 49,635 3,712 15,855 06.87 
23. liqWnas P.LiatiniDIJol do lordeste BIDE.5 2,361 333 1,428 07.87 
24. Mquinas Piratings S.!. BIDES 24,056 1,085 lOi 09.87 
:?S. lllq. lidr,ulica e IDstrlmen~ S.!. 

llG!llTIC FJIBIAD 2,275 126 3,827 01.17 
26. Perritas llaqneticas S.A. FElllG CVDI 1,375 40 853 12.87 
11. lletrosiclerUl)ica Bras. S.!.- SIBI! BIDl.5 n,254 1,200 29,024 04.81 
21. Aracruz Celulose BIDES lJl,953 1,273 133,799 05.88 

21,000 06.88 
l,~~ 03.89 

29. Cia. Qlatapara cle Celul/Papel CELP!G BIDES 101,398 296 12, n;, 05.88 
30. CWIBl letaia s.s. BllllS 1,491,659 3,951 87,110 oa.aa 
31. Cia. Sider. de loqi daa cmes~II SIDEIBIAS 43,418 772 4,123 09.88 
32. CIDTAL - siderirqica s.1. BllllS 63,725 4,612 59,000 09.11 
33. Cia. Brasileira de CObre BIDISPAJ 32,&09 964 7,217 04.89 
34. Cia. ll'•ilein de liDCO 
35. liner~ C1lllC 
36. cia. ell Cellllole di Blbia as BBl.911 99,6~ 190 14,409 07.8~ 

37. Cia. Perro e ~Vitoria - COPAVI SIDEIBIAS 102,176 2,550 8,215 07.1.9 
31. Uliu Sider<arqic:a di Blbia • OSIBl SIDlllllAS 131,659 1,473 54,240 10.89 
------------····· . 

·--------------------------------------------------·-------------------------·--'IO!AL (1911 ·19) 2,535,250 27,571 743,402 

ll: lot atailable. 
mm: Secret.aria bec:utiva do Coalelbo federal de Dlleltatiz~fl.P. 
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Annex Table 3 

Tne QIBlit! and Productivit! Pr~ram 
Subpr~r~ lDlder !fa! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~--~~~--~--~~--~--~~ 

sector Institutions involve<.! 

:~-Capital goods 1 ABIMAQ, ABINEE, ABDIB, SIM FRE, SINAVAL, SCT/PR, INKETRO, 
: , HINFRA, DIG/SNE 

! 2. Inforoatics and industrial I ABICOHP, Fundacao Sanzolino, ABCPA, ABINEE, DIC, 
' autcnation ; SCT AND CPqD. 

3. Steel 

4. Textiles 

5. Agro-industry 

6. Toys 

7. Musical Instnnents 

8. Leatll'~r and Shoes 

9. Furniture 

.10. Basic Cheaicals 

11. Fertilizers 

I 
: IBS, IPT (PROSID) I BNDE.S/FINEP I IBAHA, ABDIB, HINFRA, 
! DECEX, ABRAFAR, ABRAFE, DIC 

' CETIQT, ABIHAQ, ABIT, ABRAFAS, ABRAVEST, Camar~ Tecnica 
i Sectorial de Algodao-DIC/SNE/HEFP, INKETRO, SCT, SEBRAE 

i . ABIA, ABRAS, ITAL, EMBRADA, OCB, CNA, SCT/PR, CNA/DAP, 
: INMETRO, DIC/SNE. 
I 

, ABRI~, 7 private Pnterprises, SCT, DIC, INKETRO. 

AFIHBRA, 14 private enterprises, DIC, DECEX, SRF 

! ABICAu;AiX>S, ABIHAQ, ASSINTECAL, CICB, ANIACAU, CTCCA, 
! SENA!, fJIC, INMETRO, SCT. 
! 
: AFAH, l«>V~P I SINDIMOV I DIC 

: ABIO\JIH, PETRQ'JUISI I ABIPIXT I ABRAFAS, ABIClDR, ANIP, 
: A&RAFATI, ABRI1.RB, DNC/HINFRA 

ANDA, OCB, IBRAFOS, AHA, SINDICATO NACIONAL DA INDUSTRIA 
· DE HATERIAS PRIMA.~ PARA FERTILIZANTES 

Status of work (June 1991) 
T 

I 
Tenns of reference for sectoral diagnosis, domestic and 
international trends, strategies and action under completion. 

I 

Idem. 

one me-ating look place (the institutions are still to ratify 
their participation). 

A tot3l quality progranrne has been developed through SENA!/ 
CETIQ. List of projects and sectoral quality & productivity 
indicators under completion. 

15 working groups have been constituted. 

8 working groups have been constituted. 

Tenns of reference under completion. 

Proceedings were started. 

Proceedings were started. 

Proceedings were started. 

""" ""' 



The ~itJ and Pr00octivitJ PfWranre (cont'd) 

sector 

.12. Fine Chemical 

13. Pulp and Paper 

'14. Lubricants 

:15. Civil Construction 

16. Baby goods 

Institutions involved -, 
I 

\

, ABIFINA, ABIQUI~, SINDAG, SINDAN, ANDEF, ABIQUIF 

ANFPC, ABECEL, ABTCP, ANAP, ESALQ/IPEF, eIGRAF 
I i PEm>BRAS, SINDICatB, ANFAVEA, C~B, DNC, BUREAU VERITAS, 
. DIC, IBD 

SNIC, ATIBIAV, SINDILOU<;AS, ANFACER, ABRAFATI, CBIC 

10 private enterprises, sm I DECEX, DIC 

Status of ilorlc (June l'l91) ==l 
Proceedings were started. 

Proceedings were started. 

Proceedings were started. 

I Proceedings were started. 

\ Being started. 

I 

~: Ministry of Economics, Finance and Planning, Programa Brasileiro da Qualidade e Productividade - PBQP. Relatorio geral: Balan<;o: 1 afto de PBQP. 

• ~ 
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